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David Frum says the recession hit Las Vegas hard and it hasn't fully recovered. 

  STORY HIGHLIGHTS Nevada senator says his state is "nowhere close to a normal
economy" David Frum: The state made a big bet on the lavish casinos of Las Vegas Since the
recession, crowds at the casinos have fallen off, hurting job market, he says Frum: Families that
benefited from refinancing their mortgages have had to cut back    

Editor's note: David Frum, a CNN contributor, is a contributing editor at The Daily Beast. He is
the author of eight books, including a new novel, "Patriots," and a post-election e-book, "Why
Romney Lost." Frum was a special assistant to President George W. Bush from 2001 to 2002.
The opinions expressed in this commentary are solely those of the author.

(CNN) -- The expensive casinos of Las Vegas look crowded. Tickets to the popular shows sell
out. To the tourist, things look back to normal.

Yet as the state's junior U.S. senator lamented in February , "I can tell you right now Nevada is
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http://www.reviewjournal.com/business/fed-chief-yellen-sees-long-slog-ahead-nevada-recovery
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nowhere close to a normal economy." Nevada's unemployment remains the second-highest in
the nation, nearly 9%. The housing market there still languishes. New Federal Reserve Chair
Janet Yellen acknowledged to Nevada Republican Sen. Dean Heller that full recovery for
Nevada glimmers "years away."

Nevada's troubles are more than a local concern. They reveal something important about the
condition of the whole U.S. economy.

David Frum

Nevada makes its living from tourism, the state's most important industry, and the tourists come
-- or came -- for the casinos. Before 1990, the state of Nevada and Atlantic City, New Jersey,
enjoyed something close to a monopoly on the casino industry.

As more states legalized casinos, the Nevada casino industry -- and especially the Las Vegas
industry -- responded by moving up-market. Dazzling theme hotels housed lavish theatrical
shows and outstanding restaurants. Las Vegas, once a rather seedy place, repositioned itself
as a center of glamorous entertainment.

Building the new hotels generated jobs. The people who worked in the hotels needed places to
live, and building those homes generated more jobs. All that construction shaped an unusual
local economy: Here was a state with low average educational attainments  (only about 22% of
Nevadans have a college degree, 45th in the nation), yet a median income 
higher than the national average
.
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http://www.census.gov/compendia/statab/2012/tables/12s0233.pdf
https://www.census.gov/prod/2009pubs/acsbr08-2.pdf
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 The Barrymore is pure, old-school cinematic Vegas, with handmade wallpaper, blue-tufted
booths, and a ceiling lined with antique movie reels.      
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  The $42 million museum was created by the same team that designed the International SpyMuseum in Washington, D.C. and has part of the bullet-ridden wall from the St. Valentine's DayMassacre.     
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 Inhale one of the Tomahawk Steaks, a 35-day aged, 35-ounce prime steak of Flintstone'sproportions, and you'll realize this isn't just another Las Vegas steakhouse.     
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 Nevada State Museum's new $50 million building will feature a 43-foot-long ichthyosaur.     
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 This $450 million performing arts center designed by David M. Schwarz will bring the likes ofthe Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater and The Cleveland Orchestra to Las Vegas.      TheBarrymore The Mob Museum 35 Steaks + Martinis Nevada State Museum The Smith Center forthe Performing Arts HIDE CAPTION      
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Las Vegas's best new attractions    Nevada's blue-collar prosperity was built on a faultypremise. All those glitzy Las Vegas hotels and resorts, containing typically up to 5,000 roomseach, depended on a huge influx of high-spending visitors. So long as homeowners could payfor vacations with some of the proceeds of their home refinancings, all was well. But when therefi boom stopped, Las Vegas suddenly discovered it had built a destination too expensive forits customer base. Everything else going on in the city -- the jobs in the hotels, the homes forthe people who worked in the hotels, the malls where those people shopped, the homes for thepeople who worked in the malls -- all that crashed around Las Vegas' ears. And now, six yearsafter the crash, it's hard to see a way forward from the disaster. Nationwide, the casino industryhas more or less recovered from the recession. Americans left behind $37.34 billion in casinosin 2012, only a shade below  the 2007 peak of $37.52 billion.But they are spending that money in casinos closer to home. Gross revenues of Nevadacasinos  languish  20% belowtheir 2007 peaks. Because of the higher cost of Las Vegas-style amenities, a 20% drop inrevenuestranslates intoa 50% drop in profitability. So even as the industry nears recovery, the promise of a middle-class economy supported bygambling revenues has proven a mirage. Casino employment dropped in Nevada between2012 and 2013. These were the best casino jobs in the country, which explains why totalnational casino wages lag 7% behind  the 2007 peak even as industry revenues have nearlycaught up to the 2007 level.Nor is there much likelihood of any early return to the old ways. Americans have grown cautiousabout gambling. While only about 14% of Americans express a consistent moral disapproval ofgambling, according to industry surveys, there has been a sharp increase in the proportion whoreject gambling for themselves personally: 27% in 2004, 38% today. Unsurprisingly, 2008 wasthe year of the  biggest change  of national mind on this subject.Meanwhile, those who do gamble are gambling in new ways that don't support the style ofindustry for which Las Vegas is famous. Younger gamblers are attracted to online forms ofgambling, which create jobs only for computer programmers. Older gamblers  increasinglyprefer bare-bones casinos that offer free transportation and cheaper meals.Las Vegas' opulent palaces for the affluent gambler seem increasingly unsupportable in acountry where more and more people have less and less disposable income. That's a socialtrend that should concern us all, however we feel about this particular pastime.Follow us on  Twitter @CNNOpinionJoin us on Facebook/CNNOpinion         Read more http://news.google.com/news/url?sa=t&amp;fd=R&amp;ct2=us&amp;usg=AFQjCNGqpZS7yNe-9rihRx1H-pa6X2pPJQ&amp;clid=c3a7d30bb8a4878e06b80cf16b898331&amp;ei=o987U6CBCsjdgAfL8AE&amp;url=http://www.cnn.com/2014/04/01/opinion/frum-las-vegas-economy/
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http://www.americangaming.org/sites/default/files/uploads/docs/aga_sos2013_fnl.pdf
http://www.americangaming.org/sites/default/files/uploads/docs/sos/aga-sos-2009.pdf
http://www.reviewjournal.com/business/nevada-casinos-post-fifth-straight-fiscal-year-net-loss
http://www.americangaming.org/sites/default/files/uploads/docs/aga_sos2013_fnl.pdf
http://www.americangaming.org/sites/default/files/uploads/docs/aga_sos2013_fnl.pdf
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